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The epic Harbinger of Doom saga continues in Gods of the Sword, the exciting sixth volume in the

series. Frem Sorlons' grandmother warned him about the black elves. Theyâ€™re otherworldly, evil

imps, devoid of morals or conscience â€” and theyâ€™ll kill you, as soon as look at you, sheâ€™d

say. Until he reached Jutenheim, he never thought he'd meet one outside of her wild stories. He

never even thought that they were real. But then one night, the black elves came calling and

threatened to take not only Fremâ€™s life, but also his immortal soul.With his parents and older

brothers gone, the only things that Ector Eotrus has left are his Dor and his life. But theyâ€™re

coming to take both. The only question is, who will get there first: the Alders or the trolls?Lord Torbin

Malvegil is going to war. War with the Shadow League. War with the Black Hand assassins. And

war with the duergar. Each is a war he cannot hope to win. Each is war he cannot survive.Artol has

won most every fight he's been in these last twenty-five years. On the Isle of Evermere, that streak

will come crashing to an end. An end from which only the god of lightning can hope to save

him.BOOKS BY GLENN G. THATERTHE HARBINGER OF DOOM SAGAVOLUME 1: GATEWAY
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Thater's storytelling abilities are getting better with each installment of the Harbinger of Doom saga,

and Lord Angle Theta is a wonderfully mysterious character (is he Thor? Loki looking for

redemption? I love that we really don't know, beyond the fact that he is seemingly immortal and

likely Asgardian...), but Thater's universe is populated with a multitude of interesting, well

fleshed-out characters, both warriors and wizards, human and not-so-human, and there is no clear

line drawn between good and evil, only shady areas of grey, and the plots twist and turn with

alarming regularity. The author has even added in some believable political intrigue in the Capital

city, and I thought the way we saw the battle with Dagon from the Old God's perspective a book or

two ago was particularly inspired. I've read several other "high fantasy" novels lately, mostly

mediocre tales written at what seems to be a junior high school level, and these books are the only

ones I eagerly await the coming episodes of, along with Martin's Song of Ice and Fire. I know there

are other well done series available, but sifting through the dreck to find the gems is tedious work. I

admit that though well-plotted and twisty from the beginning this series started out with less than

professional writing and some poor editing, but both author and his team have improved

significantly, making great strides forward and I for one cannot wait to read more about Theta and

the Eotrus.

I am 52 years old now and have not enjoyed a fantasy adventure story this much since I was a

youth buried in D&D books in the late 70s and early 80s.The Harbinger of Doom Series is

Masterfully written with Epic Heroic Battles, Adventure and Great Characters.My favorite Character -



Lord Angle Theta - makes Conan look like a sissy boy (and I love Conan)Do yourself a favor and

get this series now.

I can not get enough of Theta. Theta ranks right up there with Drizzit in my opinion, and if you know

who Drizzit is that is high praise indeed.. There is still so much to learn about Theta. And his side

kick Dolan, this is an adventure I'm ready to see to the end.

Man every thing you can imagine goes down in those books old nods to the Vikings and a few other

cultures very faced pace lots of action and there is something in it for every type of fantasy reader

start at the beginning or you might get lost enjoy. I know I did

I thought that the book was written fairly well, but like many other "series books" that I have read,

there seems to be an increasing number of errors with each new edition. By the time the next book

is released, I will have probably forgotten the crux of the story.

If you're new to the series you won't start here, but book one of the series, Gateway To Nifleheim, is

free for the Kindle. Give it a chance, what do you have to lose, and you'll end up here sooner than

later. Those who know the series will enjoy the continuing action, intrigue and plot. I don't usually

read this genre but picked up the first book for free on a whim (so glad I did) and became addicted

to the story and characters. You will too, pick it up.

I am thoroughly enjoying this series of books. Fast paced action and lovable characters. I like the

multiple tales that are going on and I cannot begin to guess what will happen next, which is always a

sign of a good story.The only reason I gave it 4 stars is because I think they are a little expensive for

short books but mostly I'm tired of getting 85% of the way through (as my kindle tells me) to find it

has actually finished.I will persevere however as I cannot wait to see how it ends.

Very good ! I love that you have used Nordic legends to be the main focus.I have roots from there

and it feels like I'm there. Read the Vikings chronicles,of king Red and his son who discovered Nova

Scotia. Your series is like reading about my Ancestors. It was a great time !!! I read it in 3 days.

Keep it up !
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